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EXT. SUBURBAN STREET. DAY.

An ordinary middle class detached house. Four bedrooms,

two cars. A neat garden. A man in a business suit walks up

to the front door with a cheerful smile. He is carrying a

white box. This is HARRY, 45.

INT. KITCHEN. EDWARDS HOUSEHOLD. DAY.

A middle aged woman wearing a floral dress turns as she

hears the door BANG. She reaches over and puts on the

kettle. This is CLAIRE, 43.

CLAIRE

Hi, love. How was work? I’ve put

the kettle on.

HARRY

Thanks, not bad actually. I got

us something.

CLAIRE

Oh, really?

HARRY

(over his shoulder)

KIDS! Come here!

Two children thunder down the stairs and burst into the

kitchen. ELLA, 6, and MATTHEW, 10. The family dog COOKIE

circles at their feet. Harry begins opening the box.

HARRY

I’ve got a present for you all.

It’s a voice controlled computer

thingy called Antonio. We can ask

it questions, check the weather,

order shopping, control lights,

doors, music. He’ll even read

bedtime stories if you want.

Pretty cool, huh?

ELLA

Cool. Like a robot?

HARRY

Yeah!

He breaks through the packaging to reveal a small black

cylinder. He presses a button and a blue light pulses in a

circle around the top.

ANTONIO

(robotic)

Hello. I am your new personal

assistant Antonio. How can I help

you?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ELLA

(excitedly)

Antonio, where does the tooth

fairy live?

ANTONIO

Sorry, I don’t understand the

question.

MATTHEW

He’s a bit stupid, isn’t he? I

thought robots were supposed to

know everything.

ELLA

Don’t call him stupid!

HARRY

Oh, don’t worry sweetheart,

robots are a bit stupid. They’re

not like people, they don’t have

feelings or anything like that.

Close on Antonio, sitting silently in the palm of Harry’s

hand. His light starts to pulse just a little more

rapidly. He flashes red breifly before switching back to

blue. The Edwards family continue talking and laughing,

oblivious.

INT. KITCHEN. DAWN.

Harry enters the kitchen and makes a cup of tea. He

glances outside while collecting his belongings for the

day. Antonio is on the kitchen counter.

HARRY

Antonio, what will the weather be

like today?

ANTONIO

The weather will be-

(beat)

Sorry, the weather will be sunny

with temperatures of 18 degrees

in London.

HARRY

Oh, well in that case.

He drops his coat and umbrella as he leaves, abandoning

them by the door.

LATER

Claire comes downstairs with the children and starts

putting on their coats ready for school. She freezes.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

CLAIRE

Oh god, the deserts. Antonio, can

you order 6 chocolate puddings

without nuts from Asda, to be

delivered today please.

ELLA

Ohh, but those ones are

disgusting!

CLAIRE

They’re not disgusting, thank

you. And anyway they’re not for

you they’re for my dinner party

later. Karen is allergic.

They exit via the front door.

Once gone, Antonio comes to life. His light flashes and he

makes an excited robotic sound before transforming to

reveal four little wheels at his base. He wheels around

the kitchen counter excitedly.

The family dog Cookie stands below watching. He tilts his

head, confused.

Antonio makes a TING sound as he turns and spots a packet

of chocolate biscuits open on the counter beside him. He

looks at the biscuits and then back at Cookie.

Cookie barks. Antonio wheels forward and pushes them off

the counter to the floor. Cookie laps them up eagerly, but

his tails soon drops. He looks like he is about to be ill.

He rushes towards the dog flap but-

There’s a LOCKING sound. Cookie looks up to Antonio who

whizzes backwards and forwards on the counter in

excitement. Cookie is sick all over the floor.

EXT. WESTMINSTER BRIDGE. LONDON. DAY.

Harry dashes through the crowds of commuters and tourists,

checking his watch. Late. At that moment, thunder cracks

above him and the heaven’s open. He raises his arms in

disbelief.

HARRY

What the fuck?! I thought-

INT. MEETING ROOM. INSURANCE OFFICE. LONDON. DAY.

Harry tries to sneak into the meeting as quietly as he

can, but he’s not quiet enough. The door creaks and

everyone turns around to look at him. Late and soaking.

His boss shakes his head.

(CONTINUED)
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GRAHAM

Harry, how nice of you to join

us.

CLIENT

(to the room)

I must say Graham, it does

surprise me that we’re entrusting

our money to someone who doesn’t

possess the foresight to remember

a coat.

Everyone laughs nervously. Harry grimaces.

INT. KITCHEN. EVENING.

Claire and the children arrive home. There’s dog excrement

and sick all over the kitchen floor.

CLAIRE

Oh for god’s sake Cookie, not

now! I’ve got people coming over.

Children, don’t step in it, go

upstairs.

ELLA

But mummy, what about a bedtime

story!

CLAIRE

Ugh god, um, Antonio can read you

one. Take him with you.

She picks him up and thrusts him at them. They go

upstairs.

INT. CHILDRENS BEDROOM. EVENING.

Both the children are tucked up in bed with Antonio on the

dresser. He flashes blue.

MATTHEW

Antonio, can you read us a Famous

Five story from Youtube.

ANTONIO

Playing Top 5 True paranormal

horror stories, with audio and

picture proof.

The children exchange looks, terrified.



5.

INT. KITCHEN. EVENING.

MONTAGE BEGINS:

-Claire looking disgusted as she clears away the dog sick

-Claire getting a food delivery from Asda

-Claire cooking and setting out the table

-Claire welcoming guests, laughing, putting away coats

MONTAGE ENDS.

INT. DINING ROOM. NIGHT.

Everyone happily tucks into their food, until, a horrible

strangled sound emerges from Karen. She gasps, rasping for

air.

CLAIRE

What’s the matter Karen? The

food’s not that bad I hope?

KAREN

(inaudible)

NUTS!

CLAIRE

What?

KAREN

NUTS!

CLAIRE

Shit.

Karen very quickly goes red in the face. She clasps her

neck. Choking. Everyone starts panicking and screaming.

INT. CHILDRENS BEDROOM. EVENING.

The children both jolt upright and look at each other,

screaming at the top of their lungs. Matthew grabs Antonio

and they both thunder down the stairs.

INT. HALLWAY. EVENING.

MATTHEW & ELLA

MUM!

CLAIRE

What?! What’s happened, what’s

going on?!
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INT. DINING ROOM. NIGHT.

Karen is still gasping and heaving. Everyone panics around

her.

KAREN

EPIPEN. PLEASE. IN MY BAG.

INT. HALLWAY. NIGHT.

Harry enters through the door, slamming it harder than

necessary. He stops still when he hears all the commotion.

Claire appears, frantic.

HARRY

What’s going on?

CLAIRE

Harry! I’m at my wits end here!

Where have you been you’re

supposed to be helping.

Guests rush into the hallway.

GUEST

Aren’t we going to do anything

about Karen!

ANTONIO

Reconnected to Harry Mobile.

Incoming call from Sarah sexy

bum. Two hearts with a crossbow.

Everyone is stunned into silence except Karen who is still

dying.

CLAIRE

Who in god’s name is that?!

Close on Karen who is still making some horrific choking

noises. The children scream. Cookie enters and throws up

on everyone’s feet. Antonio lets out a chilling laugh.

END.


